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having belonged to the original Vikramacarita and been dropt by
the redactors of SR, MR, and BR.
As a matter of fact, this only other alternative — that the orthodox
versions dropt out these sections — is in itself most improbable. In
the first place, unmistakable traces generally remain when whole
sections are left out without any substitute. Compare, in our Critical
Apparatus (following volume), the way in which the manuscripts K, Y,
and R treated the Siddhasena sections of JR. (In a lesser degree the
same is true of the mss. of VarR, only that their omissions from JR's
text are less drastic.) But there is not the slightest sign of the omis-
sion of JR's V, VII, and IX from SR, MR, or BR. Also, it is difficult
to conceive any reason for such changes. The omission of Section
VII of JR could indeed be explained; it deals with the Jainistic
religion, and might have been omitted just as it was omitted in the
brahmanizing mss. K etc., which are based on JR. But how about
JR section V, the excellent story of the Agnivetala or " Fire-vampire? "
Why should it be omitted altogether? And why should 29 and 32 in
their JR form have been crowded out in favor of the stories 29 and 32
of the orthodox versions ? There is nothing specifically Jainistic about
any of these; and tho 29 and 32 -of JR are indeed rather poor stories,
they are certainly better than the orthodox substitutes, and in fact
perhaps not worse than the average of the Vikramacarita stories. No
reason is evident for their exclusion.
From every point of view, then, it seems that the only tenable hy-
pothesis is that those sections of JR which are not found in the other
versions are secondary additions of JR, drawn from some Jainistic
work on Vikrama. We can show in the case of most of them the reasons
which prompted the change. Namely:
(a) Story 32 in the original (represented by SR, BR) was no real
story, but only a short panegyric on Vikrama. MR, as well as JR,
was offended by it, and felt the need of inserting something that
would pass better for a real story. So MR has here the long story of
Bhatfi — perhaps invented for the purpose, or else derived from some
unknown source. Similarly JR chose from a Jainistic prabandha the
story of Vikrama and the Poverty Statue (see Merutunga, Tawney,
page 8 f.)*
(&) Story 29; essentially the same case as the preceding. The
original (which SR, MR, and BR report alike) was extremely thin as
a story; it can hardly be <iaEed a story at all. JR preferred to sub-
stitute for it the story of Vikrama's offer to sacrifice himself in the

